Hangzhou Blue-Sky Safety Glass Co., Ltd.
Product Manual
Glass products are easy scratch, fragile,Easy to damp and enzyme,
overturn,scratch and fragile is easy to happen if wrong operation in assemble and transportation.
All glass must be stocked and discharged in dry stock, need to avoid rain and damp.

1, Please note following points before open the package:
A, Should confirm the steel frame or wooden crate stand horizontally;
B, Should confirm steel frame not shake, all glass need to move lightly, care fragile;
C, Should underlay the crate open position before opening, make a little slope, and
make another side to lean on fixed position to avoid crate overturn.
D, When glass discharging, should discharge equally to avoid the truck lean then glass overturn.

2, Please note following points when assemble and usage:
A, All glass should stand vertically, forbidden in horizontal and overlap even move the
horizontal glass to avoid rub and scratch.
B, Should keep paper, cork pad or sponge paper betweek the glass in carrying when
glass transportation, the glass touch directly is forbidden.
C, Carrying in not professional glass frame is forbidden.
D, Should operate in right way in assemble, knoking glass not in general way such as
hammer etc. hard objects is forbidden, this is to avoid glass damaged or chip and scratech;
Should keep space between glass side and frame, 4 corners can't withstand the frame or
hard objects tightly to avoid assemble or carry damaged.
E, Seldom spontaneous detonation in bulk glass is normal, should clean the damaged
glass to avoid glass residue scratch other glass when found the spontaneous detonation.
F, All glass must be stocked in dry and ventilative stock, need to avoid rain and damp
in stocking, it's easy to make glass wet with imprint by paper, rainbow imprint
and cork pad which can't clean.
G, Must wear clean gloves in assemble and transportation of silk-screen printing glass,
Forbidden paint, rust or oily substance touch the printed surface, otherwise it would
make imprint which can't clean.

3, Glass products are easy scratch, fragile, damaged is easy to happen as not
normative operation in each step, right handling for damaged glass:
A, Stand on specified glass frame vertically
B, Should use clean paper or cork pad between glass
C, Should note scratch in carrying, lean from glass side slightly
D, Should put glass from big to small size inside
E, Should tighten the glass by rope then carrying.

